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 Private Parts  

Human body consists of various organ systems, and each of which comprises a 

number of organs, its function compliment one another that leads to coordination 

of the whole; all organs are equally significant and valuable to us. Being the master 

of your own body, you should treasure your life by protecting every single organ 

and ensure their proper functioning. Among all body parts, there are some we do 

not let people touch or look at them, we call them “private parts”. The following 

are the names of our body parts, can you identify what are private parts, and 

match them with the categories below? Please fill out the answers in the boxes. 

Head     Eyes    Penis    Nose 

Chest    Buttocks   Mouth    Toes 

Testicles    Arms    Ears    Vulva 

Boys’ Private Parts  Girls’ Private Parts 

  

  

Correct！The sexual organs of both boys and girls are called “private parts”. We 

should not let people touch or look at them; we should wear swimming suits when 

go swimming; we should also close the door while taking a bath. If a person tries 

to abuse your “private parts”, you should speak up and say, ”No, Stop it！” Then go 

and tell an adult whom you trust. Now, can you think about whom do you trust? A 

person who loves you should always protect you from harm! 

 

Customs and taboos in different countries also guide us differently in touching 

body parts of others, e.g., in Thailand, do not touch anyone on the head, as Thai 

people see their head as the highest body parts which deserves respect. Toes are 

also perceived as “uncleansed” (dirty), you should never show your toes in public 

while you visit Thailand. Be a smart kid, and follow the customs while you are 

visiting other countries.  

Answer: 

Boys’ Private Parts Girls’ Private Parts 

Penis 、Testicles 、 Buttocks Chest 、Vulva 、 Buttocks 

 

  


